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Abstract

In this report we present our experiences on using Alloy for analysing model transformations.
1. INTRODUCTION

The Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [15] aims at promoting the role of models in the software development process. The MDA provides a way to automate transformations between models. A model transformation in the MDA is specified by a number of transformation rules, which define the mapping of constructs of the metamodel of a source language into constructs of the metamodel of a target language. Figure 1.1 depicts an overview of model transformation specifications.

The metamodels of the source and target languages are specified using a common metalanguage, the Meta Object Facility (MOF) [20]. A number of languages have been proposed for the definition of the transformation rules [3, 14] and the Queries/Views/Transformations (QVT) [10] standard specifies the characteristics and capabilities model transformation languages should have.

1.1 Motivation

Like any other kind of software, it is important to be able to apply formal analysis techniques on model transformations to assess their quality. Model transformations can be considered as special kinds of models [7], since they consist of three models, the source metamodel, the target metamodel and the transformation rules. As a result model transformations can be subject to existing model checking and analysis techniques.

A number of methods have been proposed for the analysis of model transformations. A number of methods [26, 17, 16, 5] represent model transformations as graph transformations [24] and use established theories from the domain of graph transformation to prove certain properties, such as uniqueness and termination of the transformation.

Model based testing is also a popular approach used to check model transformations. Model based testing methods import conventional software testing techniques to the domain of Model Driven Engineering (MDE). Those methods [18, 8] propose various techniques to produce a number of test cases, which can then be used as input to model transformations.

In this report we propose the use of Alloy [13] as a language for analysing model transformations. Alloy can be considered as a natural choice for the representation of model transformations. It is a declarative language based on first-order logic [13] and has strong foundations on relational logic. Make this statement more clear... Similarly some approaches [10, 2] advocate the use of declarative relational techniques to defining model transformations. In particular they use a relational approach to define mappings on the metamodel level in a declarative way.

The next section provides a brief introduction to the Alloy language.

Fig. 1.1: A high level view of Model Transformations
2. ALLOY

Alloy [13] is a textual, declarative modelling language based on first-order relational logic. An Alloy model consists of Signatures, Fields, Facts and Predicates. Signatures represent the entities of a system and Relations depict the relations between such entities. Facts and Predicates specify constraints, which apply on the Signatures and Relations.

Each Signature denotes to a set of Atoms, which are the basic entities in Alloy. Atoms are indivisible (they can not be divided into smaller parts), immutable (their properties remain the same over time) and uninterpreted (they do not have any inherent properties) [13]. Each Field belongs to a signature and represents a relation between two or more signatures. Such a relation denotes to a set of tuples of Atoms. In Alloy Facts are statements, which define constraints on the elements of the model. Parameterised constraints, which are referred to as Predicates, can be invoked from within facts or other predicates.

Alloy comes with a tool, Alloy Analyzer [12], which supports fully automated analysis of Alloy models. The analyser provides two main functionalities, Simulation and Assertion checking. Simulation produces a random instance of the model, which conforms to the specification. This ensures that the developed model is not inconsistent. Assertions are constraints, which the model needs to satisfy.

Alloy Analyzer works by translating Alloy formulas to boolean expressions, which are analysed by SAT solvers embedded within the analyser. A user-specified scope on the model elements bounds the domain. If an instance that violates an assertion is found within the scope, the assertion is not valid. However, if no instance is found, the assertion might be invalid in a larger scope. For more details on the notion of scope, please refer to [13, Sect. 5].

The following section presents our methodology for the analysis of model transformations via Alloy is presented.
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE APPROACH

Figure 3.1 depicts an outline of our approach, which is comprised of two steps. The first step is to convert the MDA compliant model transformation specification to an equivalent specification expressed in the Alloy language. The second step is to use the Alloy Analyzer to analyse the produced Alloy model. These two steps are explained in more detail in the following.

3.1 Step 1: Translate the Model Transformation Specification to Alloy.

A model transformation specification consist of a MOF compliant representation of the source metamodel, a MOF representation of the target metamodel and the transformation rules, which define the mappings between the metamodels.

MOF metamodels are usually accompanied by constraints, which define syntactic and semantic properties of the language. For example the UML standard specifies that an aggregation can only appear in binary associations [22, p. 110]. Such invariants are often referred to as well-formedness rules [22]. Well-formedness rules are usually specified using the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [21] and are considered to be part of the metamodel specification.

The first step of our approach requires that the metamodels of the source and target language as well as the well-formedness rules of the source language are translated to Alloy. This procedure can be automated and a methodology has been developed [4] that translates MOF metamodels enriched with well-formedness rules expressed in OCL, to Alloy. We have implemented this method in a tool called UML2Alloy [1].

Additionally the transformation rules need to be converted to the Alloy language. Transformation rules express under which circumstances, elements of the source metamodel are mapped to elements of the target metamodel. The transformation rules in Alloy are expressed in first-order logic. In order to keep track which elements of the source metamodel are mapped to which elements of the target metamodel, we also introduce a mapping relation in Alloy.

The notion of the mapping relation is similar to the notion of trace classes in the QVT specification [10].

3.2 Step 2: Analysis using the Alloy Analyzer.

The procedure defined in the previous step results in the production of an Alloy model of the model transformation. The Alloy Analyzer can then be used to analyse the Alloy model to detect flaws in the specification of the model transformation.

The analyser can be used to simulate the transformation. This results in the production of a random instance of the source metamodel that conforms to the well-formedness rules, an instance of the mapping that transforms elements of the source model and the target model generated by the transformation. If the analyser can not produce an instance of the transformation, there is an inconsistency (i.e. conflicting statements) in the definition of the transformation rules. It is relatively straightforward to resolve inconsistencies in Alloy models using Alloy Analyzer. The tool provides an \textit{UnSat Core} [25] functionality that highlights the statements which lead to logical inconsistencies. This functionality can be used to debug inconsistent model transformation specifications.

Alloy Analyzer can also enumerate all possible instances that conform to the specification of the transformation. As a result it is feasible to explore the potential combinations of target models that can be generated by the given transformation rules. This is useful to identify whether there are more than one possible mappings between the elements of the source and target metamodels.

The Alloy Analyzer can also be used to check whether assertions, certain statements that should hold according to the specification, are satisfied. Assertions can be formulated to check if the target model conforms to the well-formedness rules of the target language. Assertions can also be used to check whether a model generated by the transformation rules satisfies certain properties.
3. Description of the Approach

If a property is not satisfied, the analyser presents a counterexample, which is an instance of the target model that violates the property. The counterexample can be inspected to deduce the flaw in the definition of the transformation. Section 4 illustrates such a case in more detail.

Fig. 3.1: An outline of our approach
4. APPLYING OUR APPROACH: A CASE STUDY

Our approach has been applied on a model transformation from the domain of business processes. The next section briefly presents the example transformation. For more details please refer to [18].

4.1 Description of the Example

We have applied our method to the transformation presented in [18] by Küster et al. This transformation deals with a domain specific language used for business process modelling, utilised by IBM’s WebSphere Business Modeler [11]. The language is similar to UML Activity Diagrams [23].

The transformation [18] removes control actions (i.e. Decision, Fork, Join and Merge nodes) and replaces them with implicit control actions expressed with the help of pinsets. Figure 4.1 depicts the conceptual rules of this transformation, called the Control Action to PinSet (CA2PinSet) transformation. For example rule r2 removes the join control node, adds a new pin in the pinset of B and connects all edges incoming to the join, directly to the pins of B. For an extended study of the details of this transformation please refer to [18].

Even though this transformation seems simple it can lead to the production of target models, which are not well-formed, as Küster et al. have discovered [18] and as our approach reveals. In the following section we demonstrate how our approach can be applied to the rules depicted in Fig. 4.1.

4.2 Analysis on the Metamodel Level

In order to analyse the model transformation in Alloy we need to first represent the MOF compliant metamodels of the source and target languages as well as the transformation rules in Alloy.

4.2.1 Translating the MOF compliant metamodels to Alloy

As described in Sect. 3, the first step of our method is to translate the MOF compliant metamodel of the source and target languages to Alloy. A simplified version of the metamodel of the source language, adapted from [18], is depicted in Fig. 4.2.

The language defines a number of ActivityNodes. Each ActivityNode can be related to a number of incoming or outgoing ActivityEdges. An ActivityNode can either be a ControlNode or an Action. A ControlNode can be in turn an InitialNode, a FinalNode, a ForkNode or a Join. An Action can be either a CallAction, or a BroadcastAction, or an AcceptAction. Finally an Action is related to a number of Pins and each Pin belongs to one or more PinSets.

The source metamodel has embedded well-formedness rules. For example the following rule in OCL expresses that an InitialNode has no incoming edges.

\[
\text{InitialNode.allInstances()} \rightarrow \text{forall}(i: \text{InitialNode} \mid i.\text{incoming} \rightarrow \text{size()}=0)
\]

The translation of the metamodel and the well-formedness rules to Alloy is a straight forward procedure [4]. Classes are translated to Alloy signatures, while association ends are transformed to Alloy fields. Additional multiplicity facts are introduced in the Alloy model to reflect the multiplicity facts of the association ends in the original MOF metamodel. Using UML2Alloy [4], which implements these rules, we constructed an Alloy representation of the metamodel of the source language.

Figure 4.3 depicts an excerpt of the metamodel, with inline comments. Lines 1 - 9 depict the Signatures of the metamodel and the association ends as represented in the Alloy model. Lines 10 - 14 represent association constraints. In particular they state that the target and incoming (line 12) as well as the source and outgoing (line 13) relations are symmetric [13, p. 62]. More specifically the statement in line 12, constraints that the target relation will relate
Fig. 4.1: Transformation rules of the CA2PinSet transformation [18]

Fig. 4.2: A simplified source metamodel, adapted from [18]
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```
1 abstract sig ActivityEdge{ // Represents the ActivityEdge Class
2    target: one ActivityNode, // Represents the ‘target’ association end
3    source: one ActivityNode } // Represents the ‘source’ association end

4 abstract sig ActivityNode{ // Represents the ActivityNode Class
5    outgoing: set ActivityEdge, // Represents the ‘outgoing’ association end
6    incoming: set ActivityEdge // Represents the ‘incoming’ association end
7 }

8 abstract sig ControlNode extends ActivityNode{} // Represents the ControlNode Class

9 sig JoinNode extends ControlNode{}

10 // Association Facts
11 fact{
12    target = \~incoming
13    source = \~outgoing
14 }

// Multiplicity Facts
15 fact{
16    // The outgoing relation maps one ActivityNode to 0 or more ActivityEdges
17    outgoing in ActivityNode one -> set ActivityEdge
18    incoming in ActivityNode one -> set ActivityEdge
19 }

20 // Well-formedness Rules
21 fact{
22    // All Initial nodes have 0 incoming edges.
23    all i:InitialNode | #i.incoming = 0
24 }
```

Fig. 4.3: Portion of the transformed metamodel of the source language in Alloy

the same atoms as the incoming relation. Similarly the statement in line 13, constraints that the source relation will relate the same atoms as the outgoing relation.

In fact defining both association ends of an association in Alloy is redundant. The reason for this is that Alloy has no notion of navigable and non navigable association ends. For example whenever the target referred to in a statement, it could be replaced by its transpose, namely \~incoming. However we defined both the target and the incoming association ends in the Alloy model, to make the translation from the MOF metamodels to Alloy more natural. For more information on transpose relations in Alloy, please consult to [13, Sect. 3.4.3.4]

Next we need to transform the metamodel of the target language to Alloy.

In this transformation we deal with, the target metamodel is the same as the source metamodel, but without any ControlNodes, since all control nodes are represented using PinSets. As a result the transformation of the target metamodel to Alloy is similar to the transformation of the source metamodel to Alloy.

In this transformation the source and target metamodels have elements with the same name (e.g. ActivityNode). Since we represent both the source and target metamodels in one Alloy model, we need to avoid name conflicts (i.e. to distinguish which elements belong to the source metamodel and which elements belong to the target metamodel). As a result the elements of the target metamodel will start with a capital ‘T’. Figure 4.4 depicts an excerpt of the target metamodel.
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Fig. 4.4: A simplified target metamodel, adapted from [18]

4.2.2 Translating the transformation rules to Alloy

Our approach also requires that the transformation rules are expressed in Alloy. In [18] the transformation rules were expressed using graph transformations. In our approach we need to express the transformation rules using first-order logic statements. We carried out this translation from graph transformations to Alloy manually.

Figure 4.5 depicts an excerpt of the Alloy representation of the transformation rule \( r_2 \), which removes a Join node and replaces it with an implicit join [18].

Lines 1-6 in Fig. 4.5 represent the Mapping relations. The relations comprise of the Mapping signature and a number of field declarations that specify which elements of the source metamodel are mapped to which elements in the target metamodel. For example line 2 specifies that an InitialNode of the source metamodel will be mapped to exactly one InitialNode in the target metamodel (\( T_{\text{InitialNode}} \)). Line 3 states that an ActivityEdge will be mapped to at most one ActivityEdge (\( T_{\text{ActivityEdge}} \)) in the target metamodel (as shown by \( r_2 \) in Fig. 4.1 the outgoing ActivityEdge of a JoinNode does not map to any ActivityEdge after the transformation).

Lines 7-43 depict an excerpt of the rule \( r_2 \) defined in Alloy. Lines 7-17 define how an ActivityEdge, which starts from an OutputPin and finishes on a JoinNode is transformed. Informally this can be described by the following:

For all ActivityEdges of the source model, if the ActivityEdge relates an OutputPin with a JoinNode then execute the outputPin2Join part of the rule (described later), with parameters the ActivityEdge of the source metamodel the ActivityEdge of the target metamodel and the Mapping relation.

Lines 18-33 depict the outputPin2Join part of the rule. The outputPin2Join part of the rule, describes the details on how the mapping of an ActivityEdge, which starts from an OutputPin of a Node and finishes in a JoinNode takes place. The outputPin2Join rules accepts as parameters the ActivityEdge of the source metamodel the ActivityEdge of the target metamodel and the Mapping relation. Lines 18-24 can be informally described:

Execute the ‘outputPin2Any’ (line 20), which maps the outputPin of the source metamodel to an outputPin in the target metamodel. Then if the outgoing edge of the Join finishes on a FinalNode (line 22), then the ActivityEdge of the target metamodel (i.e. ‘tae’) is mapped through the mapping relation to the ActivityEdge of the source metamodel (line 23) AND the ‘tae’ finishes on the Node where the outgoing edge of the original JoinNode finished (line 24).

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 represent the transformation rules using a kind of object diagram. Also show the transformation on the AD.

Figure 4.6 provides a graphical representation of the specifications of lines 22-24 in Fig. 4.5.

Similarly lines 26-33 specify how an ActivityEdge, which starts from an OutputPin and finishes in a JoinNode, whose outgoing edge ends up in an InputPin of a CallAction. Figure 4.7 depicts a graphical representation of the specification of lines 26-33 in Fig. 4.5.

Looking at the excerpt of the rules in Fig. 4.5 one can observe that the rules map ActivityEdges of the source metamodel to ActivityEdges of the target metamodel. The rules are different depending on the kinds of elements the edges connect. For example lines 20 and 23 define a different mapping depending on whether the JoinNode’s outgoing edge finishes on a FinalNode or an OutputPin. This distinction is necessary due to the way we define
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Fig. 4.5: An excerpt of the mapping relation and the transformation rules
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Fig. 4.6: Graphical representation of part of the transformation rules depicted in lines 22-24 in Fig. 4.5

Fig. 4.7: Graphical representation of part of the transformation rules depicted in lines 26-33 in Fig. 4.5

our transformations. More specifically if the outgoing edge of a JoinNode finishes on a FinalNode, that node will be transformed to a TFinalNode though the fn2tfn (line 5 of Fig. 4.5) field of the Mapping signature. However if it finishes on an OutputPin that OutputPin will be transformed to a TOutputPin through the oup2toup (line 4 of Fig. 4.5) field of the Mapping signature.

4.3 Results of the Analysis on the Meta Level

To perform the analysis, Alloy Analyzer was first used to simulate the transformation presented in Fig. 4.1. The Analyzer requires the user to specify a scope [13, Sect. 5] and then carries out the analysis by exhaustively searching the state space for the given scope. In our analysis we set a scope of 2 Actions, 2 CallActions, 4 Pins, 1 JoinNode, 10 ActivityNodes, 2 TActions, 2 TCallActions, 6 TPins, 12 TActivityNodes, 1 Mapping and a default scope of 6. This suggests that the analyser probes to find an instance that conforms to the transformation rules for any combination of 2 Actions, 2 CallActions, 4 Pins, 1 JoinNodes, 10 ActivityNodes.

4.3.1 Simulation

Alloy Analyzer produced an instance of a transformation where a well formed target model was generated. It took the analyzer 3.5 mins to produce the instance for the specified scope.

As mentioned in Sect.refch:Alloy, the instances in Alloy are represented as sets of tuples of atoms. Figure 4.3.1 depicts an excerpt of the instance of the transformation Alloy Analyzer produced. More specifically this instance represents 5 ActivityEdges, ActivityEdge[0], ActivityEdge[1], etc. It also represents 5 target associations. Each association is represented by an ordered pair. One that relates ActivityEdge[0] with JoinNode[0], one that relates ActivityEdge[1] with InputPin[0] etc. Similarly the source relation is made of ordered pairs.

This instance was manually converted to the equivalent graphical representation of Fig 4.9. The original model is depicted on the top of the figure and the transformed model at the bottom, below the arrow.

Alloy Analyzer provides instance enumeration (i.e. all possible instances that conform to the model transformation specification). Using this functionality we produced another random instance of the transformation. This instance is depicted in Fig. 4.10. We could continue to ask the Analyser to produce more instances of the transformation, however we are interested to check if the models, produced by the transformation satisfy certain properties.

4.3.2 Assertion checking

Assertions can be used to verify that a target model will always be well-formed given the transformation rules. For example we used the following assertion to validate that all InputPins in the target model have at most one incoming
ActivityEdge = 
{(ActivityEdge[0]), (ActivityEdge[1]),
(ActivityEdge[2]), (ActivityEdge[3]), (ActivityEdge[4])}

target = {(ActivityEdge[0], JoinNode[0]),
(ActivityEdge[1], InputPin[0]), (ActivityEdge[2], InputPin[1]),
(ActivityEdge[3], FinalNode[0]), (ActivityEdge[4], JoinNode[0])}

source = {(ActivityEdge[0], InitialNode[1]),
(ActivityEdge[1], InitialNode[0]), (ActivityEdge[2], JoinNode[0]),
(ActivityEdge[3], OutputPin[1]), (ActivityEdge[4], OutputPin[0])}

ActivityNode = 
{(OutputPin[0]), (OutputPin[1]), (JoinNode[0]),
(InputPin[0]), (InputPin[1]), (InitialNode[0]),
(InitialNode[1]), (FinalNode[0]),
(CallAction[0]), (CallAction[1])}

outgoing = {(OutputPin[0], ActivityEdge[4]),
(OutputPin[1], ActivityEdge[3]),
(JoinNode[0], ActivityEdge[2])}

Action = {(CallAction[0]), (CallAction[1])}

Mapping = {(Mapping[0])}

in2tin = { (Mapping[0], InitialNode[0], TInitialNode[0]),
(Mapping[0], InitialNode[1], TInitialNode[1])}

se2tae = {(Mapping[0], ActivityEdge[0], TActivityEdge[0]),
(Mapping[0], ActivityEdge[1], TActivityEdge[3]),
(Mapping[0], ActivityEdge[3], TActivityEdge[1]),
(Mapping[0], ActivityEdge[4], TActivityEdge[2])}

c2tca = {(Mapping[0], CallAction[0], TCallAction[1]),
(Mapping[0], CallAction[1], TCallAction[0])}

TInitialNode = {(TInitialNode[0]), (TInitialNode[1])}
TFinalNode = { (TFinalNode[0])}
TCallAction = { (TCallAction[0]), (TCallAction[1])}
TActivityEdge = {(TActivityEdge[0]), (TActivityEdge[1]),
(TActivityEdge[2]), (TActivityEdge[3])}
ntarget = {(TActivityEdge[0], TInputPin[0]),
(TActivityEdge[1], TInputPin[1]),
(TActivityEdge[2], TInputPin[0]),
(TActivityEdge[3], TFinalNode[0])}

Fig. 4.8: Tuples representation of a random instance of the transformation produced by Alloy Analyzer
Fig. 4.9: Random Instance of the transformation produced by Alloy Analyzer

Fig. 4.10: Another random Instance of the transformation produced by Alloy Analyzer
Fig. 4.11: Instance which violates the well-formedness rules of the target edge:

```alloy
all tip:TInputPin | #tip.tincoming < 2
```

Alloy Analyzer did not produce a counterexample for this assertion.

Additionally the well-formedness rules of the language require that a FinalNode has only one incoming edge [18]. This can be formulated with the following Alloy statement:

```alloy
// All FinalNodes of the target metamodel have exactly one
// incoming edge
all tf:TargetFinalNode | #tf.incoming = 1
```

We checked this assertion using the same scope. This assertion produced a counterexample, which is represented in Fig. 4.11. The top of the figure depicts the instance of the source model and the bottom the instance of the target model that violates the well-formedness rules. [18], using their methodology have also discovered the same instance of the transformation that can produce a not well-formed target model. The malformed target model is produced when the \textit{JoinNode} is connected to the \textit{FinalNode}. When the \textit{JoinNode} is removed, the edges that finished at the \textit{JoinNode}, now finish at the \textit{FinalNode}.

Alloy’s ability to enumerate instances applies to assertions as well. As a result we can view all possible model transformations that violate our assertion. Alloy produces another counterexample, depicted in Fig. 4.12. It can be easily observed that when the JoinNode is removed, both \textit{ActivityEdges} are connected to the FinalNode and thus produce a syntactically incorrect target model.

In order to resolve such problems, the transformation rules need to be augmented so that such a target model is not created.

### 4.4 Analysis on the Model Level

Alloy Analyzer’s ability to simulate Alloy models renders it a potential model transformation execution environment. In this section we show how this can be achieved.

In Sect. 4.2 we showed how Alloy can be used to analyse model transformations on the metamodel level (i.e. by just defining the metamodels of the source and target language as well as the transformation rules in Alloy). However Alloy can also be used to simulate model transformations.

This is achieved by constraining the instances of the source metamodel. More specifically, assume the source model depicted in Fig. 4.9. It consists of two \textit{InitialNodes}, two \textit{CallActions}, one \textit{JoinNode}, 5 \textit{ActivityEdges}, etc. We can define this model as an input model to our transformation. Figure 4.13 depicts how this is achieved.
It can be observed that we define the model elements as singletons. For example, lines 1-2 define the two InitialNodes of the source model. The one keyword before the signature definitions, specify that the set will have only one element. Lines 3-4 define the two CallAction nodes, 5-9 the ActivityEdges and so on.

Lines 14 - 18 constraint that the only instances of the elements of the metamodel are those we have explicitly defined. For example line 14 constraints that the InitialNode set contains only the two InitialNode singleton sets that were specified in lines 1 and 2. Similarly line 15 constraints that there are two CallActions in the model, those that were defined in lines 3-4.

Finally lines 19 - 32 depict the structure of the source model. Lines 19 and 20 specify that $AE1$ connects the $InitialNode1$ to the $IP1$. Line 21 specifies that $IP1$ belongs to $CA1$. Similarly the rest of the lines specify the associations between the model elements. Adding the representation depicted in Fig. 4.13 to the Alloy model, which represents the metamodels as well as the transformation rules, Alloy generates an instance of the target model.

We have therefore used Alloy Analyzer to simulate the model transformation of Fig. 4.9, by explicitly specifying the source model of the transformation.
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// INSTANCE DEFINITIONS

1 one sig InitialNode1 extends InitialNode{}
2 one sig InitialNode2 extends InitialNode{}

3 one sig CA1 extends CallAction{}
4 one sig CA2 extends CallAction{}

5 one sig AE1 extends ActivityEdge{}
6 one sig AE2 extends ActivityEdge{}
7 one sig AE3 extends ActivityEdge{}
8 one sig AE4 extends ActivityEdge{}
9 one sig AE5 extends ActivityEdge{}

10 one sig Join1 extends JoinNode{}
11 one sig Final1 extends FinalNode{}
12 one sig OP1 extends OutputPin{} one sig OP2 extends OutputPin{}
13 one sig IP1 extends InputPin{} one sig IP2 extends InputPin{}

// INSTANCE FACTS

fact{
14 InitialNode = InitialNode1 + InitialNode2
15 CallAction = CA1 + CA2
16 ActivityEdge = AE1 + AE2 + AE3 + AE4 + AE5 OutputPin = OP1 + OP2
17 InputPin = IP1 + IP2
18 JoinNode = Join1 FinalNode = Final1
}

// SPECIFY THE STRUCTURE

fact{
19 InitialNode1.outgoing = AE1
20 AE1.target = IP1
21 IP1.pac = CA1
22 CA1.pins = IP1 + OP1
23 OP1.outgoing = AE2
24 AE2.target = Join1

25 Join1.outgoing = AE3
26 AE3.target = IP2
27 IP2.pac= CA2
28 CA2.pins = IP2 + OP2
29 OP2.outgoing = AE4
30 AE4.target = Final1
31 InitialNode2.outgoing = AE5
32 AE5.target = Join1
}

Fig. 4.13: Definition of the instance of the source model in Alloy
One of the most popular methods of checking model transformations is by using model based testing techniques. In particular Fleurey et al. [8] deduce metamodel coverage criteria and automatically produce test models. Küster et al. [18] suggest the use of a white box approach and propose three techniques for developing test cases. Baudry et al. [6] present various model transformation testing approaches and demonstrate the challenges involved. Unlike those methods, our approach does not require the construction of test cases. Instead the Alloy Analyzer exhaustively searches the state space for the given scope, in order to validate certain properties.

Massoni et al. [19] use Alloy to validate certain properties on UML class diagram refactorings [9]. Unlike their approach, our method is based on metamodelling and as a result it is not restricted to model refactorings.

Another approach for verifying model transformations comes from the domain of graph transformations. A model transformation can be represented as a graph transformation. More specifically Baresi et al. [5] present a case study where they use graph transformations theories to verify that their transformation is semantic preserving.
6. CONCLUSIONS

Model transformations, like any other piece of software, can be inconsistent and produce undesirable results under certain circumstances. Therefore the ability to analyse model transformations is of paramount importance. In this report we demonstrated an approach of representing model transformations in Alloy and illustrated some of the capabilities of the method with the help of an example.
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